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he need to teach students strategies

for handling the various nonfiction
texts they encounter has never been
more pressing than in our digiral
age. Each semester, my first-year college students
refer to the nonfiction essays we read as .,stories,,' as
in "this story is about how annoying cell phones
are." I'm always struck by their fictionalizarion of

all wriring, especially since many people.complain
that students no ionger read literature. At the same
time, news and political media, both digital and
print, have taken a turn toward the narrative,
"human interest" approach, and first-person ac_
counts are often the sole evidence provided for
claims. As Naomi S7olf argues, "'Soft media' such
as call-in radio shows and talk shows
fhave] super_
seded establishment forums as the source from
which people get their politics" (8g). Television, ac_
cording to Barry Brummetr, is "highly concerned
with that which is small, personal, and person_ori_
ented" (142). Issues on television arc all portrayed
in personal terms rather than abstract, analytical
terms (143). Add ro this phenomenon blogs, Face_
book, YouTube, and the multitude of Internet
genres in which everyone posrs a "story,' for others
to read. Growing up in this digital age, students
have a tenuous grasp on rhe differences between fic_

tion and nonficrion, which can result in a lack of
critical thinking about importanr political and cul_
tural issges.
Teaching srudents to distinguish among fic_
tion and nonfiction genres, then, and to understand
the strategies used in nonfiction, would help rhem

understand the "construcredness,', ip Bruce pirie,s
of both fiction and nonficrion. By
"coostructedness" Pirie means teaching
students
that texts are (1) created by people within cultural

terminology,

situations; (2) circulated by various institutions;

and (3) received and used in various ways (24_26).
This knowledge will help students become more
actively involved in their professional and privare
literacy practices. Indeed, recent pedagogicai schol_
arship has aimed at making students active readers
of fiction (i.e., Blau; Holden and Schmit; yancey),
but there is less discussion of teaching nonfiction
genres. These strategies are crucial for many rea_
sons, not the least of which is rhat ,tr'rd.rrts ur. .o.r-

stantly faced with nonfiction genres, including cheir
textbooks, editorials, blogs, informational websites,

writing, and instruction manuals. Another
type of nonfiction needs.students' attention pre_
business

cisely because it lies between fiction,and fact. This
type ofnonfiction includes editorials, op-ed pieces,
and creative nonfiction. This "opinionated', nonfiction requires complex reading skills, and in this ar_
ticle, I concentrare on bou students read rather thair
wbat rhey read by offering srraregies for approaching this. type of nonfiction. I will also suggest some

nonfiction
successful

essays I have found to be engaging and
with young adults.

Pushing Past the "lntentional Fallacy',
One of the main differences berween teaching fiction and nonfiction is our focus on the inient <if the
author/writer. In fiction, if we search for or artribute
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intent, we commit the "intentional faIlacy," though
much reader-response criticism in the 1980s thankfully liberated us from this constrainr. Flowever,
while readers' responses have been privileged in
post-New Critical classrooms for the past few decades, authors' possible intentions are still often
treated as a distraction that prevents students from

fully appreciating the text and its

"literariness."

There are cuitural, historical, and other contextual

to read literature, but most often, we are
rightly frustrated when students bring in irreievant
details about the author's or their own life to justify
an interpretation unsupported by the text. Thus, I
realize I'm in dangerous territory when I suggest
that in reading nonfiction, students might benefit
from returning to the idea of the author's intent or
the "purpose" for writing, but there are useful-indeed crucial-reasons for doing so if students are to

ways

appreciate nonfi ction fully.

The type of reading I'm advocating, and
which I have found,remarkably useful, is rhetorical
reading, a special type of reading that simuitaneously focuses students' attention on both the author's purpose and the text. Although my experience
teaching these strategies has
I realize I'm in dangerous

territory when I suggest
that in reading nonfiction,
students might benefit

from returning to the idea
of the authorl intent or
the "purpose" for

writing, but there are
usefu I-indeed crucialreasons for doing so if
students are to appreciate
nonfiction fully.

been mostly in postsecondary
classes, many of these techniques can be applied productively to high school students.

In fact, in

developing these
strategies I drew on my experience teaching high school to
creace activicies that would
transition young adults into
the type ofcritical reading and

analytical writing required in
college.

Rhetorical reading focuses on the context of the
material and the aims of the
writer (Bean, Chappell, and Giilam; Haas; Haas
and Flower). Most importantly, it focuses not just
on wha, the author is saying but also on how the
author is saying it. "When readers read rhetorically," notes Chiistina Haas, "they use or infer situational information-about the author, about the
texts' historical and cultural context, about the motives and desires of the $/1i1s1-s6 aid in understanding the text and to judge the quality and
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believability of the argument put forth in it" (24).
Haas contrasts rhetorical reading with the strategies students bring to college, strategies rhat read

texts as "bodies of information or collections of
facts, rather than as complex social and rhetorical
acts" (24). Rhetorical reading, on the other hand,
requires interpretation about "the author's identity
and 'agenda,' the response of other readers to the
argument, [and] other texts with similar or diverse
perspectives" (24;.
-When

engaged in rhetorical reading, students

go beyond just the content of the material, though
comprehension of content is a necessary first step.
Instead, they analyze the material as they read.
Doug Brent explains that "the process of reading is

not just the interpretation of a text but the interpretation of another person's worldview as presented
by a text" (28). To learn to read with these two aims
in mind, both content and strategy, students must
learn to modulate their reading strategies according
to the genre so they can learn to assess the author's
"worldview" in the text.
Though these strategies are applicable to a
range of nonfiction genres, I have discovered speci6c traits in nonfiction essays that successfuliy engage first-year students. These essays are relevant to
current topics, short (10-20 paragraphs long), have
ample detaiI and evidence open to inrerpretation,

and they engage in effective, unique stylistic
choices. Students see these essays as accessible and
even someching they could write. These essays were
originally published in such newspapers aod rnagazines as the New York Tima, }utside, Life, People, Science News, Technalogl Reuiew, and the New Yorker, and
they were published as parts of longer works aimed
at general, not scholady, audiences. Essays that I've
used include Sandra Baron, "R \7e DSting?"; Bruce

Bower, "Growing Up Online: Young People Jump

Headfirst into the Internet's Nforld"; Stephanie
Coontz, "The American Family"; Aanie Dillard,
"Living l-ike Weasels"; Martin Luther King Jr., "I
Have a Dream"; Jonathan Rowe, "Reach Out and
Annoy Someone"; Eric Schlosser, "\X/hy McDonaid's Fries Taste So Good"; Peter Stark, "As Freezing Persons Recollect the Snow-First Chill-Then
Stupor-Then rhe Letting Go"; and Alice Walker,
l'Am I Blue?" The following stratesies.will help
students e\gage these types of essays by teaihing
rherorical reading.
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Nonfiction Response Writing

Structured Summary Writing

One of the most effecrive ways to teach students to
respond to reading is to have them annotate the

text, which is admittedly difficult when students
are using the school's textbook. In lieu of writing in
the book itself, teachers can encourage students to
use sticky notes rhat can be removed later. These
notes come in various types, including a clear rype
one can write over.
Another straregy for students is to take notes
on the material by outlining the rexr, writing questions they have, and listing the author's main ideas.
Have students nore material for each of these questions: "\Vhar did I ilreadi know? $fhat surprised
me? \Vhat do I agree with? NThat do I disagree

with?" John C. Bean, Vrginia A. Chappell, and
Alice M. Gillam discuss the useful "descriptive out-

line," helpful for in-depth understanding of an
essay. Borrowing from Kenneth Bruffee,s A Sbort
Course in Vriting, they suggest writing ,.does', and
"says" starements ,for each paragraph or section.
They explain that "the does statement identifies a
paragraph's or section's function or purpose, while
the says statement summarizes the content .of the
same stretch of

that the

text" (5); italics in original). Note

statement comments on the purpose of
the paragraph,,such as "offers an anecdote to illus_
does

trate the point" or "summarizes the previous section" (55).
Other responses to nonfiction help focus students' thinking on a topic. Try the following from
John C. Bean:

.

"A letter ro rhe writer responding to whar
youread" (92);

. 'A reading log or reading journal" (109-110);
r "A thesis-seeking essay in which you pose a
problem and explain your thinking pio..r,
^
you lesearch and tqy to solve the problem,' (p2);

.

"A reflection paper or reader-response paper
in which you make connections betwein the
reading and your experience,, (93); or

.
.

"A dialogue or conversarion among people
with opposing views,, (110).

These

ifformal strategies demystify the

helping students learn to read nonfiction is the
Rhetorical Reading Response, which includes a
four-sentence pr6cis, developed by Margaret K.
\Toodworth, and described in Bean, Chappell, and
Giliam as "listening as you reread', (54). These
tightly structured summaries require of students an
analytical type of reading, and the genre provides
practice for writing longer position papers, litera_
ture reviews, researched position papers, and other
nonfiction genres. \Toodworth explains this response as a way to "reinforce learning in lEnglishl
courses and to further the
specific goals in interdisciBy far the most effective
plinary writing insrruction:
strategy I've found thus
helping students learn to
far for helping students
read and listen to what othlearn to read nonfiction
efs have to say wrth greatet
is the Rhetorical Reading
comprehension, to question
and evaluate what they read
and hear, and to write and

speak

Response.

with control and conviction-in our own

classes,

in other

classes, and beyond the elassroom',

(156). Figure 1 shows a version of a Rhetorical
Reading Response that I often use with first_year
writing srudents, but.that would be helpfui for
high school students writing about nonfiction
essays.

Typically, students find these pr1cis and F:he_
torical Reading Responses.difficult to write at first.
Teachers should emphasize to students that although the assignmenr is short, usually no more
than one page long, the responses are not ..onedraft" essays. Instead, students discover that they
must draft, reread, and revise several times to capture the exact meaning. This focused attention to
the text. is one benefit of the assignment for stu_
dents. \Toodworth encourages teaching each sentence of the prdcis separately, using large_ and

small-group discussions (158-j9). Nore, too, thar
the brevity of this assignment makes these responses

relatively easy ro grade, unlike lengthier papers,
reading

process for students and are especially useful when

applied ro nonfiction.

Another srraregy for teaching students to read nonfiction rhetorically is by writing a summary. By far
the most effectiye srrategy l,ve found thus far for

but the assignment still requires students to engage
in rhetorical reading, critical thinking, and rmrltiple revisions.
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FIGURE

t.

Rhetorical Reading Response

The purpose of this assignment is to encourage rhetorical reading and writing. Rhetorical reading calls attention to the author's intentions on readers and focuses
on how texts work to change readers' minds. As you
read, you're not just learning about the world; rather,
you're learning about the author's worldview demonstrated in the text.

Students may also have difficulry with the form,
and some might feel quite constrained by it. For these
reasons, teachers should demonstrate the variarions

possible in the format. \Toodworth suggests: "Once
students have mastered the form, they are heartily encouraged ro ereate other, less rigid forms to accom-

modate the information" (157). The following
examples of the first paragtaph,theprdcis:

Reading:

1.

l; Derek Bok, in the editorial "protecing
Freedom ofExpression at Harvard" (1991), argues

Exanple

Do a fast preview of the text for as much informa-

tion as possible-length, complexity, original publication context, author, time required to read it

that even private institutions such as Harvard
shouid protect free speech. He supports his thesis
by giving examples of expression at Haward,
developing reasons for his claims, and explaining
Supreme Court ruiings. Bok hopes to arouse sympathy for freedom ofexpression in order to morivate faculty, students, and orhers to prorect ir. His
audience is the Harvard community, but also other
members of private institutions who might think
the First Amendment doesn t apply to them.

thoroughly, etc.

2, Slowly and carefully

read the essay; take marginal
notes so you'll remember your reactions (or use
sticky notes). Jot down any questions you have.

Writing:

1. Write a rhetorical

prdcrs in your own words (with no
words borrowed directly from the text):

a. Sentence'l:

Name of author, genre, and title of
work, date in parentheses; a rhetorically active

verb (such as claims, argues, asserts, defines,
explores, or suggests); and a "that" clause containing the major assertion, main idea, or thesis
statement in the work.

b.

Sentence 2: An explanation of how the author
develops and supports the thesis (i.e., evidence),
usually in chronological order.

c.

Sentence 3: A statement of the author's apparent
purpose, followed by an "in order to" phrase.

d.

Sentence 4: A description of the intended audience and/or the relationship the author establishes with the audience.

2. Write your response to the text. Are you

Example

of

-

confused?

Annoyed? Delighted? Tickled? Do you agree?

3. Write an analytical paragraph about the text

Format:

Academic; be concise and analytical. Choose words
carefully, and revise sentences to include the most
meaning for the syntax. Type your responses; aim for
one page long.
Tip:
Keep these responses on your computer or a hard copy
since these will become the basis of papers. This takes
time-acf demic writing requires one to read, process,
and wrife about source texts-but rest assured, the
skills and habits you form will help you in this and other
classes.
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2: In rhe editorial, "Prorecting

Expression

Freedom

at Harvard" (1991), Derek

Bok

claims that we shouldn't censor people's expression of offensive views just because they're offensive. He uses logical reasoning and offers a variety
of reasons and examples for his view, including his
interpretation of Supreme Court rulings and Harvard situations. Bok's purpose is to suggest alternatives to censorship, such as ignoring ir, speaking
to the person, and trying to get them to understand it in order'to curb the rate of offensive
speech. His audience is the Harvard community
and others concerned about both protecting fieedom ofspeech and creating fair, just, and sensirive
communities.

in

which you make an interpretive claim about the text
and support it. Use plenty of examples from the
text, citing as appropriate. (Use a question from the
book if you need an idea.)

are

Each prt/cis captures the essence of the content and
stfucture ofthe essay, but the sentences vary syntactically, so students have some room for variations.
At the same time, the form is beneficial because it

requires studenrs to engage in concentrated criticai
reading and orient themselves to nonfiction in new
ways.

Another challenge for students is that while

writing a prdcis might seem easy because it's short,
it nonetheless requires students to grasp the overall
purpose and genre of the work, instead of reading
for literal information to answer a comprehension

question. Many students are not accustomcd to
thinking about texts this way. Indeed, many arc
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used to reading simply for the answers ro quesrions
and are unskilled at reading whole essays and con-

stnrcting meaning from them. For example, I've
found that in the first sentence, students often
write, "the author talks about cell phone technology," which indicates a tenuous understanding of
the purposes of various nonfiction essays and does
limle more than name the topic of the essay (which
often can be gieaned from simply reading the essay's title). Thus, teachers must provide direct instruction in how to detect the aim or purpose in an
essay. I have found success through reading sample
essays and discussing their aims. Next, provide students with examples of "rhetorically active verbs"
that help them express the essay's aim. These include argues, c/aims, asserfi, dirutset, desmibes, interprus, speculatet, compares, imp lies, clnte/np late[, wonders,

which indicate the essay's purpose.l
For students to choose such a verb accurately, they
must understand the difference between explaining
and arguing, and wriring these responses helps them
exp/ains, etc.,

learn various types ofnonfiction genres.

The third, analytical paragnph is aiso quire
difficult for students, but since it's only,one paragraph, they get useful practice in stating:a claim,
finding textual evidence, and citing correctly. Students have problems crearing the topic sentence,
which is in essence an answer ro an inrerprerive
question. I often provide the question to students
in the beginning of the semester, bur as they grow
more adept, I have them create their own claim
(topic sentence, or TS). Writing effective topic sen-

for Rhetorical Reading Responses requ-ires
that students modulate their reading and wriring
into a register beyond simply reading for content.
llowever, on theif first attempts, some students
merely resummarize the essay, as in the following
tences

"claims" about an

essay

on dating via the Internet:

TS1: Facebook, MySpace, and other social
networking sites are the big parts in connecring with the younger generation that are
called generation @. lThis is followed by a
summary/description of the essay.l
TS2: A different side of the technology that
has become the norm in this day and time
6re blogs and chatting over rhe Internet.
TS3: The technology of cell phones has made
dating and relationships less personal.

Photos.com, a division of Getty Images

Another problem some students have in writing
Rhetorical Reading Responses is that they tend to
state a claim about their opinion of the material, nor

the author's strategies. The ability to state and support a claim is crucial, but often studenrs do this
without first ful1y uqderstanding the text. Llizabeth
A. Fiynn describes reading as "a confronrarion between self and 'other"' (267). She writes: "Text and
reader are necessarily foreign to each other in some
ways, and so the exchange between them involves an
imbalance" (261-68). She cites George Poulet, who
notes that "It all happens, then, as though reading

were the act by which a
thought managed to bestow
itself within me with a subject not myself' (qtd. in

The ability to state and

support a claim is crucial,

but often students do
this
this without first fully
observation and notices that
understanding the text.
"[t]he reader can resist the
alien thought or subject and
so remain essentially unchanged by the reading experience. In this case the reader dominates the rext"
(268). In her students, Flynn observes this "dominant pole" is "characterizedby detachinent, sbservation from a distance" (268). Note that the following
Flynn 268).

She extends
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description of "dominant" reading sounds similar to
many teachers' complaints about students' analyses:
"The reader imposes a previousiy established structure on the text and in so doing silences it. . . . Readers

While they are relatively
easy for teachers to

grade, rhetorical reading
responses require from

students more complex
reading and writing
strategies than do many
other short responses.

who dominate texts become

complacent

or bored

because

the possibility for learning has

been greatly reduced. Judg-

ment is based on previously
established norms rather than
on empathetic engagement
with and critical evaluation of
the new material" (Flynn 268).
Havipg students write Rhetorical Reading Reponses intermpts this "detachment"

from the text and requires students to enter, for a
moment, into another's world. The following wriring samples could indicate "dominant" readings or
application of their preconceived ideas about the
issue before they fully understand the author's
"worldview.'
TS1: I haven't spent much time thinking
about technology, but I agree that some of it
makes our relationships less personal.. lThh h
folkwed by examph frlm the student's experience.)
TS2: I also have some interest in the role
that literacy plays in society.
TS3: Based on the Rowe essay, I believe that
cell phones are more than a "mere annoyance," and more of a problem.

It

is not that these interpretive claims are unimportant; students do need to know how to support
their opinions with evidence. Yet, Rhetorical Reading Responses teach them to make a discriminating
;'udgment, an evaluation, about how the material is
presented before they reach a position on the material itself. This strategy helps prevent the problem

of students jumping to conclusions, seeing oniy
what they already believe, and dismissing opposing
views before considering them.
Rhetorical reading encourages students to
comprehend the text and make sense of the aurhor's
purpose.and context. It fosters the kind of relationship with texts that most of us hope our students
will develop. In Flynn's words, this is when "the self
and other, reader and text, interact in such a way
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that the reader learns from the experience without
losing critical distance; reader and text interact with
a degree of mutuality. Foreignness is reduced,
though not eliminated. Self and other remain distinct and so create a kind of dialogue" (268). The
following claims frnally begin to get at the dist-inction between argaing students' opinions and arguing abour the authors' strategies:

TSl: According to Rowe, cell

phones are

more than a "mere annoyance" because they
disconnect people and their face-to-face communication with each other.

TS2: Goodman,uses statistical analysis to
support her argument to build her credibility

with the audience and prove

she understands

her subjecr.

TS3: Rowe's argumenr depends on

a few

assumptiohs that may not be true.

TS4: i don't know anything about the
author, but based on this essay, I would
he was involved in the news media.

guess

Each of these claims could easily be followed
by fu examp/e and textual evidence that requires
students to make evaluative claims about not only
the content but also the strategies in rhe essay. Each
of the samples above demonstrates that students are
engaged in reading on a more critical levei, one that
reads beyond the content alone, but also into the
srraregies of the writer.

The Benefits of Reading
Nonfi ction Rhetorically
The benefits of these responses are numerous. $7hi1e
they are reiatively easy for teachers to grade, rhetorical reading responses require from students
more complex reading and writing strategies than

do many other short responses. Students learn to
create claims and build textual cases. They can provide content for class discussions, as these prdciJ can
be compared, discussed, and revised in class. \foodworth explains, "summariztng signrficantly improves reading comprehension and recall" (156), so
writing a pr1cis is also useful as a writing-ro-learn
activity done in class. Prdcis also provide teachers
with an accurate way to gauge both whether*students have read and precisely what they have un-
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dersrood, since students ofren leave out of a
summary the material they don't understand. By
comparing a class's set ofresponses, teachers can as_
sess the points that need explaining. Most impor_
tantly, these responses require studenrs to begin
recognizing the various types of nonfiction genres
and to evaluate various claims and methods. In thrs
way, they are learning, in Paolo Freire's terms, how
to read the "world and the word" (qtd. in Berthoff
119), or put another way, to read the woild tbrough
the word. Nonfiction accounrs for much of our cul-
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